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Difficulties in Teaching Grammar in Junior High School:
A study in Mardi Rahayu Junior High School

Abstract
The study held because of the difficulties that is faced by the writer when teaching grammar in
junior high school.The purpose this study is to find out the difficulties in teaching grammar by teachers in
Mardi Rahayu Junior High School. In addition to the first purpose, the study is also to find out the
difficulties in learning grammar from teachers’ perspective. In the study, there are two teachers being
chosen to be interviewed. The data were obtained through the interview of two teachers in Mardi Rahayu
Junior High School. The study found that teachers have various difficulties in teaching grammar:
Teachers’ method become a difficulties in teaching grammar, many rules that should be taught and the
limitation of time to teach all the materials of grammar, and the problem of self-confidents’ teacher. The
study also explained that according to teachers, there are some difficulties that students faced in learning
grammar: Difficulties in tense that related with time (past, present, future), applying grammar in the daily
live (communication) and the ability of the students.
Key words: difficulties, teaching grammar, learning grammar
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INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, learning English is necessity for people in the world. Many terms that we can
learn from English, such as vocabulary, speaking, listening, literature, discourse analysis, and
grammar. Grammar becomes one of part that is important when we study English. Grammar is a
part that can not be separated from English itself. Learning grammar is not a new issue in
learning English. People tend to focus on the learning of grammar to make a good writing and
sometimes in good speech. Usually, when people talk or speak in informal case, they will ignore
the grammar rule. However the grammar itself is very important in English. The method of
teaching grammar has a big influence in understanding about the grammar which to be taught in
English course. Ellis (2006) explains that:
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Grammar teaching involves any instructional technique that draws learners’ attention to some
specific grammatical form in such a way that it helps them either to understand it
metalinguistically and /or process it in comprehension and /or production so that they can
internalize it.

From the explanation, we can see that teaching grammar is not simple. In short, teaching
grammar is an activity between teachers and learners to make the learners understand about what
grammar is and make them able to apply it.
Batstone and Ellis (2008) emphasized that “a key aspects of the acquisition of grammar for the
second language learners involve learning how to make appropriate connections between
grammatical forms and the meanings which they typically signal.” Batstone and Ellis (2008)
assumed that learning grammar is about making the appropriate connection between grammatical
form and meaning. However it is not easy to achieve the key aspects in teaching. The proper
method is needed to achieve good ability in teaching grammar.
In studying English, grammar is still being the most popular aspect. Thornbury (2006)
stated that “grammar is partly the study of what forms (on structures) are possible in language”.
It means that grammar is the part of language that related about the form, it is related to
sentences.
According to my experience as a student in Junior High School, I got stuck in my English
class because for me it was too difficult to understand. I thought that grammar was a difficult
thing that made me get stuck in grammar. At that moment, some questions appeared in my mind
“What is wrong with the teaching method that is used in class?” and another question came up
“Is it my fault if I do not understand it?” Remembering the questions which came up from my
mind years ago, I became interested to investigate what really happened in my junior high
school.
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The study that I would do is to investigate the teacher’s difficulties in teaching grammar.
In this study will try to find the problem solving in that case. Thie aim of this study is to find out
the difficulties in teaching and learning grammar based on teachers’s perception. I hope it can
help anyone that have same problem in the future, I wish this study is going to be useful in
future.
I interested to study about “the difficulties teaching grammar based on the teacher’s
perception”. I hope that this study could help students and teacher to face grammar, because
according to my opinion, grammar is one the part of thing that very important to learning
English. The result this study probably could make the better progress in the teaching method of
grammar in junior high school. I wish it also become reference to teach grammar for the teacher.
The aim of this study is to investigate the difficulties in teaching grammar based on the
teachers’s perception and also try to understand what the difficulties of the students in learning
grammar based on the teacher’s perception.
Research question
1. what diffficulties do students face in learning grammar?
2. what difficulties do the teachers face in teaching grammar?

LITERATURE REVIEW
There are many factors that influence to the difficulties that student face in learning
grammar. One of the factors is the grammar teaching method. So the misunderstanding of
students because of some teacher find difficulties in teaching grammar. The other one is how the
students learn grammar itself. Meanwhile Al-Mekhlafi and Nagaratnam (2011 p.11) stated that
grammar has been to be a problem for students to communicate fluently. It explains to us that
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grammar is still a big problem for the students. Not only to the students, is grammar also a big
problem to the teachers if teacher find difficulties when they explain about grammar. AlMekhlafi and Nagaratnam study also proof that EFL (English Foreign Learner) is still finding
many difficulties in learning grammar.
Al-Mekhlafi and Nagaratnam (2011 p.3) also believe that :
the teachers employ theoritically recommended methods without neccesity taking information
account their own and their learners’ potential difficulties. They may not be conscious of
difficulties which are serious and may thus hinder students’ learning of English grammar, and do
not choose the method of instructure that would pose fewer difficulties and probems to their
learners.

Petraki and Hill (2010) also claimed that the differences of background, language learning
experience and teaching experience of student make the differences in grammar knowledge that
the students accept. So the abilities of the student to accept knowledge was different. The
different background, language learning experience and teaching experience of student could be
a problem if they are not experienced in grammar. We know that the teacher always try to find
the method that can be suited with the students but sometimes it still does not work.
Al-Mekhlafi and Nagaratnam (2011) stated that there are three areas that has to be considered in
grammar, that are grammar as a rule, grammar as a form and grammar as resources. From their
statement we can see that grammar was the imporan. However, there are some difficulties for
English foreign learner to learning grammar. It probably because the differences of culture and
the language that the EFL itself has. Li-na (2008) also said “ in EFL, grammar is often taught at
the level of sentence, such problems are often met that the students can not relate the grammar
with what they want to convey in spoken or written discourse” . I agreed that spoken and written
are difficulties to applied grammar, it influenced by condition and the culture itself. Another
probabality that make students face difficulties in learning grammar is the teaching method that
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teacher use. Batstone and Ellis (2008) said that there are many methods that people can use in
teaching, but we must adopt the method based on the character of the learner itself. The
difficulties in teaching grammar usually focuss on the method that tecahers use in the class.
There are many methods in teaching, but based on Batstone and Ellis (2008) there are three
principles for effective grammar instruction, they are the given-to-new principle, the awareness
principle, and the real-operating conditions principle. Three principles indicate to make a good
teaching achievment if we follow that principles, in this case the main case is to found the
difficulties in teaching grammar that must be from the teacher perception.
I try to find the problem why the teacher found difficulties in teaching grammar.
According to the previous study that has been done by Al-Mekhlafi and Nagaratnam. The
another statement that make this study interested enough to be studied is the statement from
Wang (2010). He stated “some people say that to be understood a language is to understand its
grammar and vocabulary well.” From this statement I realize how the important grammar is. Xin
(2010) also said that grammar is the most essential thing in language.
In this study there are many previous study that already done about the difficulties in
grammar. Al-Mekhlafi and Nagaratnam used instrument (quistionaire) to their study. In my
study I will use interview method because this method is proper in my study, it because in this
study just have a limit participant. This study focus on the difficulties in teaching grammar. The
study is also based on the current theories of Ghabanchi ( 2010) that found :
Current teories of second language learning suggest that explicit knowledge is a number of
respect. First, it teaches learners to be more gramatically accurate by monitoring what they say or
write. They can edit out some of the errors they make because they have not yet acquired to
neccesary implicit knowledge. Second, explicit knowledge can teach learners how to acquire
implicit knowledge. If learners understand how a grammatical feature works, they will be more
likely to notice it when they are listening or reading.
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Based on theories of Z.Ghabanchi there are two method that usually EFL (In this study is junior
high school student) use. They usually use explicit and implicit knowledge method, the
explanation of explicit and implicit meaning will explain deeply in the findings and discussion.
So, in this case student could understand by themselves about grammar through learning from
the mistakes that they have done., it call “implicit method” and in other hand student get
materials and they try to understand the materials, it call “explicit method”.
Many problems are faced by students and teachers. Many researchs are done to
investigate and observe what really happened in this case. Grammar is still being a big problems
when EFL learn English. English usually signed by grammar. Many people tend to relate English
with grammar. Grammar is an important one tools in learning English. It will help us much in
learning English when we understand about the grammar.
The conclusion of the study that have been done by Al-Mekhlafi and Nagaratnam (2011)
claimed that there are many methods that teacher could do in teaching grammar, but the implicit
method is not proper if we adopt it universally, the teahing methods that teacher must use the
proper method to teach their students based on the difficulties that students face in learning
grammar

THE STUDY
Context of the study
This research held in Mardi Rahayu Junior High School in Ungaran, Kab.
Semarang, in Central Java. The reason why I chose this school for this research because I
got difficulties in study English in Mardi Rahayu Junior High School. The other reason, I
knew the staffs who work in this junior high school. It could be easier to work and do
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research with the people that we know. The reason for choosing the junior high school,
because for the junior high school’s student themselves, grammar rule was a new thing. It
was appropriate with the aim of the study grammar in junior high school’s students. Junior
High School Students are the English Foreign Learner (EFL). It almost same that the study
of Almekhalfi and Nagaratnam done.

Participants
The participants in this study were the English teachers in Mardi Rahayu junior
high school. There were two teachers in this school. I interviewed them because based on
my study I focused on the teacher’s perception in teaching grammar’s difficulties.

Instrument of Data Collection
I made interview with some English teacher in Mardi Rahayu Junior High School.
I asked questions, and to avoid out of the content. I prepared some questions that must be
answered by the teachers. I recorded the interviewing between the teacher and me. I
interviewed teachers outside class to avoid the disturbance from the students. Because I
thought if I interview the teachers in class, the teacher would not concentrate to answer my
question. The result arranged in clean transcription to get detail information from the
sentences during the interview, and I used qualitative data method collection to give the
result of my interview, because it based on the teacher’s interview that has important role
in this study and I made the transcribe clear enough to be understood. Why I used interview
because I thought it would answer the research question in details, because there were 2
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teachers who taught English in there, so I thought interview was the best way to explore
information of the difficulties in teaching grammar there.
Data collection procedure.
The first step the writer asked permission to Mardi Rahayu Junior High
School. The writer explained in details about the study that would do in that place. The
writer also explained the goals of the study to the Headmaster. The writer made
appointment as soon as possible with English teachers after the headmaster gave
permission to make research in Mardi Rahayu. After I got the permission, the writer did the
interview by gave some questions related with the study. It took place in a comfortable
place that has purpose to make the teacher concentrate and feel comfort during interview.
The comfortable place was in guess room. The writer used Indonesian to make the teacher
comfort in answering questions. Because the L1 of the teacher is Indonesian, so the writer
used Indonesian and English in interview.
Data analysis procedure
The result of the interview could be seen in clear transcription and the writer could get
clear result from the transcription from the interview. For looking deeper, the writer also
could see in the video recorder. And the writer also attached the details of the discussion in
the next chapter. I made a transcribe from the recorder then I analyzed it and wrote it in the
next part “findings and discussion”

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION
The aim of this part is to present the findings of this study concerning the difficulties in
teaching grammar that two teachers faced in Mardi Rahayu Junior High School. After
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conducting semi-structured interview, I obtained some findings for each participant A and
participant B.

Teachers teaching experiences
In this part, the two teachers’ experiences in teaching English are presented. To give clear
description of the two participants’ personal information is given in the table below:
Table 1: Teachers’ Personal Information
Information
Gender

Teacher A
Male

Teacher B
Female

Education

Bachelor of Education
majoring in
English.

Bachelor of Education
majoring in
English.

Teaching Experience

1 year

17 years

Language mastered

Indonesian, English and
Javanese.

Indonesian, English, and
Javanese.

According to interview that I did with two teachers, I found that two teachers had
different teaching experience background. Before joining in Mardi Rahayu Junior High
School, Teacher A did not have any experience in teaching and the second Teacher had
experience teaching in one of school at Surabaya. However two teachers had similarities,
they had same background studies and they mastered in same languages.
Teachers’ Difficulties in Teaching Grammar.
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As the teachers stated in Mardi Rahayu Junior High School, overall there were
some difficulties that they faced in teaching grammar in Mardi Rahayu Junior High School,
according to Teacher A, he stated that there were some difficulties in written, characteristic
of the students , the method in teaching grammar and his confident in teaching grammar.
On other hand, Teacher B stated that she got difficulties when she dealt with grammar rule,
she thought that many grammar rules that she should teach. Teacher B also said if time
management became the main problem that she faced in teaching grammar. Not only those,
she also got difficulties in the method of teaching grammar itself. It could be seen from the
excerpts bellow:
Excerpt 1:
I usually find difficulties in teaching grammar in the written form, faced the students
that did not understand and probably it related with the method that I use. So, I think
that the difficulties is in my competency and the method in teaching grammar. It’s not
because I do not understand the materials but it because sometimes I still feel less
confident when I am teaching (Teacher A, My Translation)
Excerpt 2:
It’s hard for me to deal with many rules of grammar and we should teach it and we
don’t have enough time to teach all the rules to my students, because nowadays,
grammar is important but focus of learning English now is in the communication, but
it will create bad communication when we don’t know the rules of grammar properly.
(Teacher B, My Translation)
Below, the writer attached some of the difficulties and explored deeper to give clearer
explanation from some difficulties in teaching grammar. There were three difficulties that
would explain in this case. There were 1.) Teachers’ method became a problem in
teaching grammar, 2.) Many rules that should be taught and the limitation of time to teach
all the materials of grammar, 3.) Teachers’ self-confident.
Teachers’ method became a problem in teaching grammar
10

According the interview, two teachers said if the method that they used
influence their teaching process, they have same opinion about the methods itself. As
we know, government made the rule that demand teachers to use implicit teaching in
teaching grammar. According to the teacher’s interview, implicit teaching is teaching
grammar where the students should analyze a text and mention what grammar is that
contain in that text.
The governments’ rule made about the methods that advice students to analyze
from text is analytical method. Tamura (2006) explained briefly “…was the analytical
method. The supporters of this method were the opinion that the teaching of language
should start with the written text and by its analysis to teach its words and rules.”
Participant B told me that teachers used implicit method because the
government made rule that grammar must be learned implicitly. In another case, she
usually taught grammar explicitly but only when the students really have not
understood when they used the implicit way. We could check it in Excerpt 3.
On the other hand, participant A chose to teach implicitly, because she thought
that student would not understand if he taught pattern of grammar to the students,
because the students that he taught is junior high school student. There are some
excerpts bellow that would explain the explanations above:
Excerpt 3:
I usually use ‘problem solving method’ where students and I try to look for the
problem and solve it together in class by discussion in class. And I teach
grammar through the text, I choose this method because I think it’s hard for the
students to understand grammar rules explicitly. However if the situation force
me to use the explicit teaching, I would use it to avoid lack of understanding
grammar by students. (Teacher A, My Translation)
11

Excerpt 4:
It is difficult for me to teach grammar if we must deal with the government
rule right now, because if we teach grammar implicitly, not all students understand it,
so I think the proper method is the combination of both of them, we can’t just count in
implicit method. (Teacher B, My Translation)

From the result above, I analyze that two teachers used the different methods to
teach their students, Teacher A used implicit teaching and Teacher B used implicit
explicit teaching. Teacher B believed that whether implicit or explicit teaching, if it
made students understand, she would use it. It similar with the statement of Khan
(2007), she stated that “although the principles of the methods are different from
another, there is always a focus on grammar, whether explicit or implicit.”
As the teachers stated in the interview, Teacher B argued if she used the proper
method to teach grammar and it could not just using one method to teach, she think that
the character or background of the student determined the proper method to them.
Similar with Tamura (2006), she said that “when teaching a foreign language a teacher
must think about the specific qualities offered to students of a certain mother tongue.
That means that the methodology of teaching English has to take into the problems
posed by English language for the students who will learn it.”
Many rules that should be taught and the limitation of time to teach all the materials of
grammar.
According to the interview, the time management in teaching become one of
the difficulties in teaching grammar. Teacher B explained, there are many rules of
grammar that students should know but the students is not only dealt with in grammar
when they learn English, there are many terms that they should learn and it becomes
12

the problem to teacher. Teacher B also explained the rule of grammar that has been
taught, sometimes it is hard for students to be understood and teacher should teach
intensively and it will take too much time. Furthermore there were some proof that I
show in Excerpt 5 below:
Excerpt 5:
It’s hard for me to deal with many rules of grammar and we should teach it
and we don’t have enough time to teach all the rules to my students (Teacher
B, My Translation)
It almost similar with the study of Haudeck (1996), Haudeck (1996) reported
that many learners have difficulty in internalizing grammar rules, although these have
been taught intensively, that is why teacher need a lot of time to teach the rule of
grammar.
Teachers’ self-confident
In interview with Teacher A, he said that he found a problem in his competency to
teach grammar, sometimes he still did mistakes in grammar, and it is hard for him to
explain what he understood in grammar to the students. In the interview, he admitted
that he was still nervous, so it influenced the competency in teaching. It can be seen
from Excerpt 6 below:
Excerpt 6
So, I think that the difficulties is in my competency and the method in teaching
grammar. It’s not because I do not understand the materials but it because
sometimes I still feel less confident when I am teaching. (Teacher A, My
Translation)
Related to the statement above, a teacher with a high sense of self-efficacy is
confident (Gibson & Dembo, 1984 as cited by Labito 2013). It explained if selfconfident crisis could be the problem in teaching.
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Students’ Grammar Learning Difficulties (from teachers’ perspective)
In this case, I am going to discuss about the difficulties in learning grammar that
based on teachers’ perspective. According to the interview, the teachers said that there were
some difficulties that students faced in learning grammar. There are three points that will be
explained briefly in this case, there are 1.) Difficulties in tense that related with time (past,
present, future) 2.) Applying grammar in the daily live (communication) 3.) The ability of
the students.
Difficulties in tenses that related with time (past, present, and future)
Teacher A explained that students have difficulties toward tenses, teacher A
explained that students usually asked questions about past, present and future. It
because in Indonesian, we do not have differences in time frame. The statement of
Teacher B is similar with statement Dao, Dao (2002) said that “…the problems they
usually have is handling English aspect. This may be because verbs are not marked for
tense and aspects in Vietnamese.” It similar with the explanation of teacher in Excerpt
4:
Excerpt 4:
The difficulties that usually found is the problem with time in tenses, and the
ability of the students to learn grammar itself. (Teacher A, My Translation)
Like what the teacher stated in that interview, the basis problem in the tenses
is time frame problem, where the students confused in that terms. However Teacher
A stated if the difficulties in learning English or other language committed with time.
The study of Xin (2010) also argued “all the languages have symbols of identity and
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they are different by two elements: time and space. These are the differences not only
separating languages, but also making each grammar rule unique in each language.”
Applying grammar in the daily lives (communication).
Teacher B explained that the difficulties in learning grammar who facing by
students is applying grammar in communication. Teacher B argued if grammar as an
important thing to communicate. Without grammar we could not create a good
communication. The explanation of Teacher B can be seen in Excerpt 5 below:
Excerpt 5:
Actually there are many difficulties in learning grammar, but the main problem
usually is in applying the grammar rule in communication, because for junior
high school student, they tend to shy to practice what they learn in
communication (speaking). And for addition, the competency or ability of each
student become their problem, because they have different ability to accept what
teachers’ teach in class. (Teacher B, My Translation)

According to the purpose learning English right now, the purpose is to use
English for communication and students is demanded to communicate with English.
However Teacher B stated that there were many a lot of students who got trouble to
apply grammar in daily lives. The opinion of teacher B is supported by the study of AlMekhlafi and Nagaratnam (2011) beliefs “in terms of motivation and learners success
with languages, grammar has been seen to be a problem and to stand in the way of
helping learners to communicate fluently.
The ability of the students to learn grammar.
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If we talk about ability, Teacher A and Teacher B committed to say that ability
and competency of the students become the problem in learning English. They said
that talking about ability, it related with IQ. It can be checked from excerpts below:
Excerpt 6:
The age defines the way students thought, so I think that the age has influence.
But I don’t think if the gender influence in learning English. And the last one is
IQ, it surely influence in English learning process. (Teacher A, My Tanslation)

Excerpt 7:
The age influences learning process, but I’m not sure with gender. And for the IQ,
IQ absolutely has a big effect in learning grammar. (Teacher B, My
Translation)

According the interview with two teachers in Mardi Rahayu High School, both
of them agreed that gender did not influenced learning grammar, however the age
possibly influenced grammar learning and IQ is the thing that had great effect in
learning grammar. Like the teachers stated that there was no significant different
between male student and females student. The statement it similar with the statement
Bernat and Llyoid (2007). They explained in their study “Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney
tests showed that there are no significant differences in responses between males and
females.”

Then, teachers also believed that aged and IQ influence in learning

grammar, the statement almost same with Zhang (2009), he stated in their study that
“…, aged is an important factor in L2 acquisition, but its influence is not so great as to
affect the achievement of a smart and diligent L2 learner.”, and Zhang (2009) also said
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“as we know, there are many factors that can work in the process of L2 learning, but
every success is based on the comprehensive learning ability.”
The statement both of teacher about the ability of their students which influence
their learning grammar also support with study of Shiu (2011). He stated that “…that
grammatical difficulty is to some extent, associated with individual differences in
language aptitude. This is based on the view that learners with a stronger ability to learn
languages may be better equipped to deal with grammatical difficulty in the L2 than
learners with weaker aptitude.”

CONCLUSION
Teaching grammar to junior high school is not an easy task, especially teachers should
face many kinds of characteristics with variants of ability and background knowledge. Some
problems occur and affect teacher’s performance in teaching grammar. Those problem comes
from the teacher method, the time management to teach rule of grammar and sometimes from the
students. In this study, I wanted to find out the difficulties in teaching grammar and the
difficulties in learning grammar based on teachers’ perception. The aim of this study itself is to
find out the difficulties in teaching and learning grammar in Mardi Rahayu Junior high school.
After analyzing the data, I could find the answers to my research questions related to the
main problem in teaching and learning grammar in Mardi Rahayu Junior High School. I come to
a conclusion that the main difficulties of teacher in Mardi Rahayu Junior High School are: using
proper method in teaching grammar, managing time in teaching grammar because they should
deal with the rule of grammar and the last one is teachers’ self-confident.
17

In other hand, the difficulties in learning grammar are: Tenses problem, applying
grammar in daily life and the different ability of each student when learn grammar, and the
ability of the students to learn grammar.
As I stated in the discussion teacher, there are many difficulties that teacher faced,
however the background experience influence the difficulties that teacher face. Teacher A still
found many difficulties in teaching grammar, in other hand Teacher B just got in time
management. However, the main problem that they found is almost same.
Regarding to the difficulties of teaching grammar in Mardi Rahayu Junior High School,
hopefully some suggestions I provide will benefits teachers, readers, and the next researcher. The
first one, using method that proper to be used. Although, the government have already made a
rule about the method that you should take, better that you used a proper method that make you
comfort and feel more confident when you are teaching. The second one, be more prepared. It is
a good idea to prepare everything very well, it is better to re-check all preparation. So teachers
are really ready and mastering all the discussion. The third one, understanding the character of
the student. Probably it will difficult to do, but it is very helpful if teachers know character of
their student, teachers can help them to solve their problem if they do not understand the
materials that teachers teach. The next, creating environments that are conducive to learning. Try
to relax and try to feel confident when teaching and teachers can be more creative with creating
games, probably it will make a class attractive and not boring. Then, exploration. Exploring
teachers’ ideas, activities, materials which improve the teaching style. The last one, manage time.
Using lesson plan is good idea to manage time, because every step that teachers take in class you
have time allotment, it will help teachers.
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By doing this study, I hope that teachers will learn from this study about the difficulties
in teaching grammar. Furthermore, I hope this study will give a change in the way teaching
grammar by being aware of possibilities difficulties in teaching grammar that happened. I
redundant teachers and I could learn something from this study. I redundant the result of my
study can be useful as an input in teaching grammar especially in junior high school student. I
hope the findings of the study can be references for who needed in the next research or in
teaching grammar.
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Appendix
Interview Transcription with Participant A
A: Interviewer

B: interviewee

A: selamat siang Pak Ivo saya mau bertanya tentang skripsi saya, pertanyaan pertama nya,
mengapa Bapak memilih untuk mengajar di sekolah ini?
B: karena kuliah nya saya pendidikan bahasa inggris jadi saya memutuskan untuk mengajar. Dan
saya juga mendaapat tawaran bekerja di sini.
A: biasa nya materi apa saja Pak yang di ajarkan di SMP?
B: dari kelas 7 ya?
A: iya Pak.
B: dari kelas 7 ada tenses, ada macam-macam text seperti text procedure kemudian descriptive
text, narrative text.
A: grammar gimana Pak?
B: grammar pasti ada jugaa.
A: Sudah berapa lama Pak bekerja menjadi guru disini?
B: kayak nya sudah satu tahun ini.
A: biasa nya momen apa Pak yang paling membahagia kan menjadi guru?
B: momen yang paling membahagiakan jikalau anak-anak nya mendapat nilai bagus. Itu yang
paling membuat saya senang. Jadi apa yang kita ajarkan berhasil.
A: yang menjengkelkannya apa Pak biasanya?
B: menjengkelkan nya pada umumnya ya kenakalan-kenakalan anak di kelas, yaa rame, ngobrol
sendiri sama temennya.
A: Bapak bisa ga pak mendeskripsikan diri bapak sendiri sebagai guru itu seperti apa?
B: menilai pribadi saya ya?
A: iya
B: menurut saya sendiri saya orang yang sabar dan tidak mudah marah, tapi ada batasannya, tapi
tidak mudah emosi. Itu hal yang penting sabar.
A: menurut Bapak siswa-siswa bapak yang ada di SMP seperti apa?
B: mereka ada yang antusias, ada juga yang tidak terlalu antusias, namanya anak-anak ya
mungkin terbagi-bagi dalam hal kegemaran mungkin. Untuk di bahasa inggris sebenernya
antusias.
A: biasanya Bapak kalau mengajar begitu metode apa pak yang di gunakan?
B: biasanya metode nya problem solving itu.

A: kenapa Bapak memilih metode itu?
B: ya biar anak-anak mencoba memecahkan masalah mereka sendiri.
A: bagaiamana Bapak memanage kemarahan bapak ketika bapak berada di kelas dan murid
bapak seperti tadi yang dikatakan membuat Bapak marah atau jengkel dengan keramaian
mereka?
B: pasti di beri peringatan terlebih dahulu, kita panggil anak nya di beri pengarahan dan
kemudian di minta duduk kembali, biasanya ada yang langsung tenang dan biasanya ada yang
masih ngeyel bandel dan biasanya saya beri tugas untuk mengerjakan di luar.
A: menurut Bapak “ideal class” dalam belajar bahasa inggris itu seperti apa?
B: mungkin terletak pada jumlah anak-anak nya yaa, ga terlalu banyak sekitar 15-20 orang. Jadi
kita bias mengontrol dan mengawasi tiap murid nya.
A: memang jumlah siswa di sini berapa Pak di setiap kelas nya?
B: Tiga puluhan
A: berarti menurut bapak kelas di sekolah ini masih belum ideal ya Pak?
B: iya sebetulnya.
A: Bapak tadi berkata mengajar grammar juga ya tadi?
B: grammar secara umum iya.
A: menurut Bapak grammar dalam bahasa inggris itu penting ga Pak?
B: penting dalam hal tulisan pastinya, itu grammar sangat penting sekali dalam writing, mungkin
beda sama speaking, apalagi kalo kita menulis untuk institusi yang formal
A: bagian apa yang di ajarkan dalam grammar Pak?
B: yaa simple tense seperti itu
A: kira-kira menurut Bapak, perspective murid Bapak tentang grammar itu seperti apa Pak?
B: untuk belajar grammar, mereka sebenernya bias tapi ya ada juga yang kesulitan. Tapi itu
tergantung kemampuannya dari murid-murid itu sendiri juga.
A: jadi tiap siswa sudut pandang tentang tingkat kesulitan belajar grammar beda-bedaa ya Pak?
B: iya itu beda-beda
A: pernah ga Bapak Tanya ke siswa bapak kesulitan dalam belajar grammar itu apa?
B: mungkin mereka bingung dalam hal penggunaan waktu, lampau-sekarang-dan yang akan
datang. Biasanya mereka kesulitannya disitu,
A: untuk penggunaan verb1, verb2, dan verb3 itu mereka kebingungan ga Pak?
B: tidak, mereka tidak kebingungan.

A: kalau metode mengajar grammar sendiri itu seperti apa Pak? Beda atau sama dengan yang
problem solving itu sendiri?
B: yang simple aja ya, kalo menggunakan pola pola rumus itu membingungkan untuk siswa.
A: Nah Pak, lalu kesulitan dalam mengajar grammar sendiri menurut Bapak itu apa saja Pak?
B: Jadi menurut saya, saya itu saya merasa kesulitan dalam metode itu sendiri, ya mungkin
karena saya kurang PD waktu ngajar.
A: selain itu ada masalah lain Pak dalam mengajar grammar?
B: kalo saya ya Cuma itu sih sejauh ini.
A: move ke pertanyaan selanjutnya ya Pak, menurut bapak IQ, Gender dan usia mempengaruhi
tidak pak dalam belajar grammar?
B: usia itu pasti menentukan ya cara pikir dan mind set murid, jadi saya piker usia itu
mempengaruhi. Tapi kalo gender saya piker kok enggak ya, dan kalo IQ itu ya sangat
berpengaruh dalam belajar grammar.
A: menurut Bapak kesulitan siswa belajar grammar sendiri apa Pak?
B: Ya mereka agak kesulitan di masalah waktu itu, ya masalah past present future itu dan juga
masalah kemampuan murid dalam menerima materi itu sendiri.
A: ohh jadi gitu ya Pak, ada yang lain ga pak yg mungkin bias jadi kesulitan siswa?
B: mungkin ya mengaplikasikan nya di kehidupan sehari-hari.
A; nah ini pertanyaan terakhir Pak, Bapak kalau menemui masalah dalam mengajar grammar
gimana mengatasi nya?
B: saya tukar pendapat biasanya dengan guru-guru lain. Atau mungkin buka internet dan buka
buku-buku saya tentang grammar.
A: nah sudah selesai Pak, hehehe, terimakasih ya Pak katas waktunya
B: iya sama-sama, apabila ada yang mau di tanyakan lagi silahkan hubungi saya saja nanti.
A: iya Pak terimakasih
B: Sama-sama.

